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Dear Friends, 

I hope everyone is doing well out there. It has been a very strange year for all of 

us. No fundraisers except online and it’s just not the same. It was always so 

great to see all our donors, friends and volunteers, especially at the Baby   

Shower. That is the one thing we’ve missed the most. 

We were not affected as badly as some businesses.  The wildlife came in just the 

same and our staff kept healthy and worked hard as usual. We will be at 5,000 

admissions by the end of the year. Financially it was challenging but we are 

managing so far, thanks to the generosity of our donors. 

We had very few interns this year due to travel restrictions, but Adrianna returned from Mexico after 

a harrowing trip through the USA and then quarantined here for two weeks. She is now with us until 

things return to normal down there.  

We also have new staff working on reception and any other jobs that come their way. 

Some good news to report. The expansion for our fawn fields was completed this Spring and they 

love it! 

Also, the Aquatic Centre was finally completed and birds moved in. The pool rooms have been put to 

good use by ducks, loons, swans, and geese. We were hoping to paint the building this Fall but that 

has been postponed until Spring. 

Some bad news that only country people will understand. Our septic system sprang a leak and the 

whole bed has to be redone. We will be fundraising for this, so if you would like your name on the 

septic tank cover, please donate. It’s expensive so it will probably be gold plated! 

I hope you all have a good Christmas and stay safe.  

Sue and all at Sandy Pines 

Sue Meech 

Sue Meech, Founder & President 
Sandy Pines Wildlife Centre 

Director’s Editorial 
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‘Love Wildlife’ Education Program Update 

 

 

   

In June 2020, we completed our first year of the 
Love Wildlife program, which teaches students 
how to be compassionate toward wild animals. 
The program was delivered in schools throughout 
the Kingston-Belleville-Cobourg corridor, until 
schools were closed in March.  

To support students during the pandemic, we  
piloted virtual presentations in the spring and     
released a series of free Home Learning lesson 
plans for Kindergarten and Grades 1-3.  

Education Coordinator Jess Pelow delivering 
a virtual presentation. November 2020 

“Hearing about the important 

work happening at Sandy 

Pines was a real eye-opener. 

Students made connections to 

their local habitats and the 

broader community through 

awareness and discussion. 

The video feed of staff      

working with animals helps us 

to understand the hands-on 

nature of the work and the 

dedication to preservation of 

our precious wildlife. Empathy 

starts here!” 

-Grade 4/5 Teacher, Algonquin 

& Lakeshore Catholic District 

School Board 

Despite the teacher strikes, snow days, and the pandemic, we were still 
able to teach over 2,500 students in our first year and successfully    
entered the world of virtual teaching!  

For the 2020/2021 school year, we have fully implemented virtual 
presentations for both elementary and secondary school classes. With 
this travel-free format, we have been teaching in Ottawa, York and 
Thunder Bay, as well as in the Napanee region. We have reached our 
presentation capacity for the fall season and are now booking into 2021. 

To complement our presentations, we recently released Virtual   
Presentation Learning Packages for  teachers, which encourage  
students to take action in the schoolyard to help wildlife thrive. This 
includes an invitation to join our new project on iNaturalist, where   
students can track which wild animals they meet in the schoolyard. 

As with all of our work at Sandy Pines, the education program is 
funded exclusively through donations and grants. You can donate 
directly to this program on CanadaHelps, by selecting “Education 
Outreach Program ‘Love Wildlife’ from the dropdown menu. 

If you have any questions about the Love Wildlife education    
program or wish to book a virtual presentation, please email           
educationspwc@gmail.com. 

“Sandy Pines Wildlife Centre's 

Educational programming is 

one of the best virtual field trips 

I have encountered. We will 

definitely be signing up for  

another learning opportunity as 

soon as we can!” 

-Grade 1 Teacher, Limestone 

District School Board 

The delivery of virtual presentations has been generously funded by 
TD Friends of the Environment Foundation and the Community   
Foundation for Kingston & Area.  

We have also received funding from Trailhead Kingston to create additional Home Learning         
resources for students in Grade 4-8. Stay tuned as these resources roll out in the next year!  
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BIRD HOUSES FOR TURTLE CARE 

Sandy Pines could not provide the medical care to our wild animal patients without the support of so many 

of you who work - often in the background and largely unseen - but always with our huge gratitude. 

Susan Irving, who is a long-time volunteer with our turtles, would like to highlight Jeff Scott, who has   

quietly been fundraising on behalf of turtles for the last three years.  Jeff sells outdoor furniture that he 

makes in his workshop in Glenburnie.  This summer, if you were downtown Kingston in the vicinity of 

Springer Market Square, you might have noticed Jeff’s beautiful Adirondack chairs that the City of     

Kingston purchased for Market Street so that people could visit comfortably in the outdoors, while easily 

maintaining social distancing. 

Jeff wanted to support our turtles.  He decided to 

make beautifully coloured wooden birdhouses and 

offer them to the public for sale, with all proceeds 

going to Sandy Pines.  Jeff has sold hundreds of  

birdhouses each year!  His financial support has    

enabled us to purchase specialized equipment to    

improve our care of incubated turtle eggs.  These are 

eggs harvested from turtles whose injuries were so 

severe that they either died or needed to be humanely 

euthanized.  We also have plans to use Jeff’s         

donation to purchase a doppler, which will give us 

information about the heart function of turtles and 

other species.  And this year, thanks to Jeff, we are 

upgrading the electrical needs of the Turtle Room, 

which requires a huge amount of power to keep our 

turtles warm and receiving the appropriate UV light 

necessary for health and healing. 

 

 

 

 

From all of us at Sandy Pines, thank you Jeff!!   
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NEST PROTECTORS – PROTECTING THE FUTURE FOR TURTLES 

In Ontario, all 8 of our native turtle species are classified as “species at risk” because of their low numbers.  

We need to act today, to increase the likelihood that turtles will remain a part of nature into the future.   

Protecting the nests of turtle eggs is simple-to-do and a great way to support the continued presence of   

turtles in our wetlands.   

Turtle eggs are a tasty meal for many predators (such as raccoons, skunks, foxes, etc.).  In fact, almost all           

unprotected nests are raided by animals in the first few weeks after laying, when the scent of the eggs is the 

strongest. 

Sandy Pines has been promoting the use of turtle nest protectors for several years.  These square frames 

made from 2 x 4’s covered with animal proof mesh are a proven way of protecting turtle nests from      

predators.    

We are selling nest protectors made by friends from Quinte Field Naturalists.  This year QFN generously 

donated the nest protectors to Sandy Pines so that all the proceeds could go directly to our animal care   

programs.    

Have you seen evidence of turtles nesting on your property?  Or on the property of a friend or relative?   

Pre-ordering one or more nest protectors for yourself or as gifts will ensure that you will be ready to protect 

the future of our turtles when the 2021 nesting season begins.  Your efforts make a meaningful contribution 

to the future of turtles in our area.  Ordering the nest protectors can be done by contacting QFN               

Environmental Officer, Denice Wilkins at denicejohn@live.ca.   

Denice is also requesting donations of scrap pieces of 2x4’s that are 2 feet or longer.  These donations    
reduce the cost of making the protectors, allowing more funds to be available for  turtle conservation.   
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                                  The Evolution of a Wildlife Hospital - By Leah Birmingham 

This year has had many challenges to it.  One of our challenges at SPWC was to receive accreditation from 

the College of Veterinarians of Ontario (CVO). This accreditation is important to our hospital's ability to 

practice veterinary medicine on wildlife, especially in the future as regulations have been evolving and 

changing. Wildlife rehabilitation as a field has grown and we are able to offer more life saving surgical and 

complex treatments to wildlife.  Our wildlife hospital was built with a surgical suite, treatment area, ICU, 

and digital x-ray to be able to provide wildlife with more modern medicine. 

 

           Dr. Deanna Russell 

                    Dr. Laura Prociuk 

We achieved this certification alongside our long-time veterinarian 

Dr. Deanna Russell, who started volunteering with SPWC  about 10 

years ago. She is now our veterinarian on record with the CVO and 

joins us on Fridays to provide surgical repair to animals that have 

come in with severe injuries. Dr. Russell is an amazing veterinarian 

that also practices human medicine as a general practitioner. She 

completed her veterinary residency at the Toronto Zoo and has a 

wealth of knowledge about the species that we admit frequently and 

is therefore a perfect match for helping wildlife get a second 

chance. Since her  primary role is that of a human physician and we 

were in need of a veterinarian on multiple days of the week , I 

reached out to a colleague I taught with at St. Lawrence College, Dr 

Paula Kirkwood. 

We were fortunate that Dr. Kirkwood was         

interested and able to help during the spring and 

early summer of 2020. She was happy to offer her 

help with our wild patients, and recruited Dr. 

Laura Prociuk. Dr. Prociuk also teaches at SLC, 

and had been on sabbatical from the college per-

forming veterinary medicine in Africa when 

COVID began and she had to cut her volunteer      

excursion short to come home to Canada. She 

greatly missed  the rewarding work she was doing 

in Africa, and was eager to learn more about   

wildlife medicine.  She has become a very       

welcome addition to our medical team and is 

quickly learning how to provide medical care for a 

variety of species.  
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All of our wildlife care staff participate in the medical care of patients.  They perform physical exams   

upon admission, and initial stabilization and treatment. Those with more complex injuries will be seen by 

one of our veterinarians. The whole team is guided by both Julia Evoy (Operations Director), and Leah            

Birmingham (me,  Medical Director) who combined, have over two decades of wildlife rehabilitation    

experience. We all work under the close guidance of Founder/Director Sue Meech. Just as the species we 

care for evolve constantly, so does this organization, allowing us to provide excellent care to a large     

number of wild patients.  

As our hospital continues to grow, we are endeavouring to attain surgical monitoring equipment to ensure 

safer anesthesia such as an IV fluid pump which will allow us to provide IV fluids with greater safety. In 

the future, we hope for a more modern digital x-ray unit, and eventually an endoscopy instrument to     

revolutionize our surgical procedures, allowing us to save wildlife that have ingested foreign bodies such 

as hooks and lead sinkers. 

           Amber Doyle 

Another new member to the medical team is Amber Doyle; a Veterinary 

Technologist graduate who had just started her work placement with us 

when the college closed due to COVID. Not to be deterred from gaining             

experience working in wildlife medicine, Amber continued on as a          

volunteer. If you recall our area was increasingly shutting down during 

the month of March and we were faced with the reality of losing our    

volunteers, placement students, international interns, and possibly some of 

our staff.  Again, Amber was able to turn a negative situation into a     

positive as we offered her a role with us for the Summer. She jumped at 

the chance and has remained on board as another asset to our medical 

team. She will be completing her national exams at the end of November 

and will become a Registered Veterinary Technologist.  

Our Admin Team 
 
You may have noticed some new faces (or voices 
on the phone) at Sandy Pines in the last few 
months.  Assisting alongside Kelly Fraser, our   
Office Manager, we have three new wonderful  
office staff members. Please welcome Laura 
Skoblenick, Pat Morphy, and Laura Sweeney to the 
team!  
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SPWC Helps Others 

FWBC originated in 2003 out of Vancouver but adopted its present name in 2009 after it expanded the 

charity across Canada. They began by offering retired fire fighting equipment to El Salvador but have 

grown into offering training as well………and of course the donation of medical supplies to more than 16 

nations in Central America. In fact, some of our medical supplies found their way to Lebanon after the 

deadly explosion this past year.  

The medical supplies primarily support the following hospitals and clinics in the Dominican Republic: 

Hospital in Consuela 

Emergency Clinic in Veron Bavaro 

Children’s Hospital in Punta Cana 

 

The FWBC is very   grateful 

for the donations from 

SPWC.  

 

We thank you! 

Randy Snider,  

Carl & Christine Eggiman 

 

Sandy Pines Wildlife Centre has been the recipient of some very generous 

donations of medical supplies for several years now. A good deal of these 

supplies have been beneficial to our efforts to save animals; however, a 

portion of these supplies are more than we can use and others not useful 

to us at all. At SPWC we do not like to waste anything, so for the past few 

years we have partnered with Firefighters Without Borders Canada. We 

are happy to report that your donations of supplies are still going to good 

use……..even if not for the animals. Some items are even delivered to our 

community colleges where they are used for the training of nursing and 

paramedic students. 

Randy Snider, Director of Operations 

in Napanee 
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                        The Gift that Gives Back - Volunteering at Sandy Pines       by Sarah Hayday 
 
There is nothing like a year when you are not allowed to volunteer to make you realize how much             
volunteering actually brings to your life. Such were the words from many of our volunteers when Sandy 
Pines was finally able to open its doors to volunteers again. It has been a pleasure to see our volunteer team 
begin to grow again. Volunteering at Sandy Pines opens the door to hands-on experiences that are simply not 
possible in everyday life - ones that will change you forever. Our thanks goes out to all of you.  Volunteering 
happens in so many different ways. Every time you bring in your raked leaves or summer squash, every time 
you put aside your branches from a trimmed maple, or think that perhaps we could use your old towels and 
comforters, you have volunteered your energies to help us out and we and all of the patients are grateful for 
it. If you or someone you know has been waiting for the chance to get involved with volunteering at Sandy 
Pines, now is your chance! Feel free to drop us a line at volunteerspwc@gmail.com to get in touch - we will 
be more than happy to hear from you! 

Sarah Hayday 
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                                               Fawn Field Extension                                         by Julia Evoy 

Last year in our winter newsletter, we mentioned our hope to have the help and funding to expand our fawn 

enclosure by fencing a third field.  After reading our article, Don Murphy, a supporter and volunteer who 

had helped with our last fawn field extension, contacted Sue and expressed his interest in helping out.  After 

meeting with us and checking out what we envisioned, Don agreed to coordinate and manage the project.  

A request was put out on social media looking 

for volunteers to help in various areas, including 

cutting brush, and assisting Don with building a 

fence.  The response from those willing to help 

was fantastic.  Volunteers had to take shifts and 

comply with Covid restrictions at the time,   

keeping everyone safe.   

Construction began in early June. Thanks to 

Don’s efficiency and expertise it wasn’t long    

before the 300ft extension was up. The area     

includes meadow and forest, perfect for the deer 

to hide and browse in and it is large enough for 

them to run, allowing them to become strong and conditioned for release.  This area also allows us to      

separate the herd(s) as needed for medical reasons and by locations.  

Once the fence was up, volunteers also helped with applying the black landscape fabric, all along the inside 

of the fence.  The fabric acts as a visual barrier and keeps them from seeing any human activity as well as 

keeps them calm. 

Stalls were needed and Lisa & Laurie Peterson helped us out once again, building and installing two stalls 

that can be used for shelter, capture, and feeding stations.     

 

Everything had come together amazingly quickly, 

just as our fawn admissions were coming in   

steadily.  This year our white-tailed deer            

admissions were up 18% from last year, with over 

30 fawns admitted! 

Injuries are a common reason for admissions and 

many fawns are brought to us suffering from dog  

attacks, leg fractures, and head trauma from       

vehicle impacts. These cases present an even  

greater challenge, especially when some injuries 

are severe and require a lengthy recovery time and 

medical care.  This year was no exception; we   

certainly had some challenging trauma cases.   
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Our latest admission was on October 22nd when we received a call about a deer that had been struck by a 

vehicle.  The finders had picked the fawn up off the side of the road the night before when he was    

completely unconscious. They placed the fawn in their horse trailer for the night.  The following     

morning the fawn could stand but was weak and clearly suffering from head trauma.  Luckily, the     

finders were able to transport the fawn to us where we could administer lifesaving medication.    

We kept him in an extremely quiet environment with 

a head cover to reduce stress, and he was given pain 

medication.  He responded well to the medication and 

although still docile, he slowly began to self-feed.  

Every day we began to see slight improvements 

which really gave us hope that he would pull through.   

After about a week of rest and quiet, he continued to 

become more aware, gain strength in his legs, and 

became more difficult to administer meds to.  He was 

improving, and letting us know he was soon ready for 

the next step.   

We needed a safe area to test his motor skills where we could observe and monitor him; an area large 

enough that he could gain his strength back before release.  The new field extension was the perfect 

place. 

 

A huge thank you to Don for all his hard work and coordination on making this project a reality.      

Without your help it wouldn’t have been possible!! 

Deer experience extremely high stress, 

so in order to reduce his stress we tested 

him in the field while alongside a  couple 

of other fawns, so they would keep him 

calmer.  Although a little weak on his 

legs, he moved pretty well and looked 

amazing considering all he had been 

through over the past couple weeks.  He 

immediately took to the  other fawns and 

fitted into the herd perfectly. 

Thank you to everyone who helped    

during the various stages.  There were 

many of you and we are so fortunate to 

have such supportive volunteers in our 

community! 
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Linda has been doing 

“This Week at Sandy 

Pines” and “Who Am I” 

for ten years now. 

Linda and Julia team up 

to keep everyone up to 

date.  Julia provides the 

photos and Linda uses 

her photography and 

computer skills to make 

an interesting weekly 

update that is enjoyed by 

many readers.    

Thank you both! 

 



If you would like to be removed from 
our mailing list, please contact us 
via Email, phone or mail. 

We protect your privacy and do not 
sell our donors list. 
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For more information on volunteering, sponsoring, or donating, please visit 
www.sandypineswildlife.org, complete the form below and mail to 8749 County Rd 2, Napanee, 

ON  K7R3L1, or call us at (613) 354-0264.  

 

Name __________________________________________________ 

Address ____________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________ 

Phone ______________________________ 

Email _______________________________ 

Ask us to send you a brochure or    

download at              

sandypineswildlife.org. 

SPWC WISH LIST 

CLIP ON DESK LAMPS 

EMPTY TOILET PAPER ROLLS 

SMALL CARDBOARD BOXES (ie. TISSUE, CERE-
AL, FROZEN FOOD) 

DISPOSABLE GLOVES 

BROTHER LABELER REFILL (12mm TZE-231) 

PAPER TOWELS 

COMPUTER PAPER 

LIQUID LAUNDRY DETERGENT AND BLEACH 

LARGE CLEAR RECYCLING BAGS 

HEATING PADS WITHOUT AUTO SHUT-OFF 

POSTAGE STAMPS 

DRIED UNSWEETENED CRANBERRIES 

TOILET PAPER 

UNSALTED ALMONDS, WALNUTS, PUMPKIN 
SEEDS 

BIRD SEED 

EXTRA LARGE INDUSTRIAL GARBAGE BAGS 



Please help us help the wildlife of Ontario! 

All of our revenue depends on your generous donations. We receive no funding from the government. 
You may donate by cheque, credit or debit card or on our website with the “Canada Helps” button.  

Receipts will be issued for donations of $20.00 or more. Please make your cheques payable to the 
Sandy Pines Wildlife Centre. 

SELECT PAYMENT METHOD:       CREDIT CARD          DEBIT CARD              CHEQUE 

Name (card holder name)
__________________________________________________ 

Address ____________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________ 

Phone ______________________________ 

Donation amount  $____________________ 

Email _______________________________ 

 

Card Number _____________________________________ 

Expiry Date:_______________   CVV Number_____________ 

8749 County Rd 2, Napanee, ON  K7R3L1 

Check to receive weekly 
update email   


